
 
 
 
 
Be Modest, but how? 
 
Modesty 
 
In a society that values individualism and freedom to do pretty much what you like how do                 
we keep ourselves pure from the world. 
Collins dictionary defines modesty as not vain or boastful, not excessive, not showy. 
That’s one type of modesty.But what about modesty concerning our appearance and 
demeanor? 
 
Clothing and fashion 
 
In Australia men’s clothing is by and large modest. 
Women's fashions however are quite a different story. 
Mothers are battling to buy clothing that is modest for their girls as the fashion designers and                 
buyers provide clothing that sexualises children.  
It creates a paedophile’s paradise as children wear clothing that makes them look like adults               
or is too revealing. 
 
Women's clothing has a long way to go too, and then there are always the women who will                  
wear clothing that reveals way too much. 
 
Clothing does not necessarily make a person modest. A woman walking down the street in a                
very modest dress walking in a manner to attract men is seductive and not modest. 
Likewise the modestly dressed male behaving in an erotic manner to attract women is not               
modest. 
 
What does modesty look like  
 
Wikipedia defines modesty as a ‘mode of dress and deportment which intends to avoid              
encouraging of sexual attraction of other’ 
Scripture defines modest as ‘decorous (polite, calm and sensible in behaviour) of good             
behaviour’ (Strong's G2889 Kosmios) 
The word is used here in 1Tim 2:9,10 “Likewise I want women to adorn themselves with                
proper clothing, modestly and discreetly, not with braided hair and gold or pearls or costly               
garments, but rather by means of good works, as is proper for women making a claim to                 
godliness”. 
 
Peter Counsels “but let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the imperishable quality of a                  
gentle and quiet spirit, which is precious in the sight of God”. 1Pet 3:4 
The preceding verse reads “Your adornment must not be merely external- braiding the hair,              
and wearing gold jewellery, or putting on dresses”. 



 
It is a gentle and quiet spirit that is precious to God not being adorned in fine regalia or                   
jewellery.  
 
Why does Scripture counsel against showy dress and jewellery? 
 
Lust of the flesh 
 
A clue may be found in 1John 2:16 “For everything in the world, the lust of the flesh, the lust                    
of the eyes, and the pride of life, comes not from the Father but from the world”  
 
Lust in this verse is from the Greek - epithumeo [G1937] (Strongs). It means a longing,                
(especially for what is forbidden) concupiscence (lust), desire, lust after. 
 
A demeanor and dress that is modest will not draw the wrong type of attention. Lustful                
attention that can lead to what is forbidden. 
 
Modest behaviour 
 
Wikipedia definition of modesty showed us it is dressing and carry oneself so as to avoid                
sexually attracting others. 
Scriptural modest from Paul’s Epistle to Timothy reveals modesty as polite, calm, sensible             
and good behaviour. 
 
A strong connection exists between the secular and the biblical definition of modesty. 
That connection is behaviour, modesty is much more that how we look it involves what we                
do. 
 
We can learn much from our brothers and sisters who have gone before us, and the wisdom                 
and pitfalls they have learned.  
 
Pitfalls 
 
One of the big pitfalls for singles and unmarried couples has been unwise decisions and               
behaviour that has led to out of marriage pregnancies, and sex before the marriage              
covenant.  
 
What is modest good and sensible behaviour for couples? 
 
A family member rejected the invitations to go out with men until she was sure of the man                  
Yahweh God had for her. She was attending a christian conference in another state and God                
showed her she would met her future husband at the conference. 
She has be married now for well over ten years to the man God showed her she would meet                   
at the conference. 
This approach saves the heartache and disappointment that comes from having several            
relationships that don’t work out. 



 
Another family member and her boyfriend took the stand of no kissing until marriage. They               
had agreed no sex prior to marriage as part of their relationship commitment to the Lord. A                 
peck on the cheek should not lead down the road to sex before marriage. 
 
Other families find themselves in totally different situations. One family’s beautiful christian            
daughter found herself pregnant prior to marriage. Sometimes one slip up is enough. 
Modest good and sensible behavior requires understanding what sensible behaviour is. Also            
how potential situations where vulnerability exist are going to be handled. 
If we visit someone we are being courted by in their home when there is no one else at                   
home we are vulnerable. A bit of sitting on the couch, a bit of kissing on the lips, a bit of                     
opportunity added to the equation and we have a situation lacking good and sensible              
behaviour. This could equally apply to these same behaviours in a car, the undoing of many                
a couple. 
 
Society has given respectable names to most behaviours, but what did these behaviours             
used to be called. 
 
Petting 
 
Collins dictionary defines petting as informal kiss and caress erotically. 
We need to know where the lines are that cannot be crossed before leading into forbidden                
behaviour. 
Kissing on the lips is a practice used in the marriage bed, should we be involved in practises                  
that are part of behaviour where a marriage covenant exists? 
 
There is much wisdom in courting couples spending time with others and not major amounts               
of time alone.  
 
A Pastor in a city where we once lived counselled couples not to have long engagements.                
Perhaps there's wisdom in this counsel. 
1Cor 7:9 “But if we do not have self control, let them marry; it is better to marry than to burn                     
(with passion)”. 
Paul's letters contain much practical straight to the point advice, if you can’t put the brakes                
on get married. 
 
Leaving and cleaving 
 
In Matthew 19:5 Jesus is speaking “For this reason a man shall leave his father and mother                 
and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh”. Other translations say cleave                 
to his wife. Cleave means to glue to, to adhere. 
 
If you are readings this and having sex before marriage then you are not walking as a                 
disciple of the Lord Jesus but a disciple of the world. We are to be glued to, adhered to our                    
wives or husbands and that requires a marriage covenant.  
 



God has set this all up so that we come into a marriage relationship without the experience                 
of sexual intercourse. There is a beautiful discovery of one another that is pure holy and                
blessed. That is sensible and good behaviour, which is modest. 
 
Love waits, lust takes 
 
As the slogan goes, Love Waits. Of course Lust Takes. 
So you didn’t wait. Have you confessed your sin so that is under the covering of the blood.                  
Have you truly repented and turned from your behaviour. 
We have a wonderful redeeming God who forgives and restores. 
It has been said the temptation to sin is nothing compared to the consequences of sin,                
consequences can last a lifetime. 
 
Summing up 
 
We can dress in lust attracting clothing and be part of the sexual revolution, but that will only                  
lead to heartache, judgement and ultimately death and hell. 
Repentance is needed for ungodly conduct in order to avoid judgement. 
Luke 24:46;47. ‘and He said to them,Thus it is written, that the Christ would suffer and rise                 
again from the dead on the third day, (47) and that repentance for forgiveness of sins would                 
be proclaimed in His name to all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem. 
 
There is no middle road, the Scriptures have made the standard clear. Far better to be                
modest in our behavior, our looks and our appearance. That's behaviour that will keep us               
walking on the narrow way that leads to life and keep us under the blessings that come from                  
walking in God’s ways. 
 
Our modesty is also part of our witness to the world and a great showpiece as to what His                   
Kingdom and a disciple of the King look like. That brings glory to His Name. 
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